
6267 Castille Ct.,
Orleans. KIC lX4

Ms Therese Sevigny,
Under-Secretary General

for Public Information,
United Nations,
New York, N.Y.
10017

11ay 1,1989

re: Human rights of persons disabled by pollution

Dear >1s Sevigny,

I've spent the past five years lobbying for human rights of
Canadians disabled by pollution, culminating in a short contract
\Vith our federal Secretariat for Disabled Persons to write a
brief on our progress. I'm writing to ask your advice.

lIembers of all three parties, the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Health and Helfare, and the Chief Commissioner of
the Canadian Human Rights Commission have written the previous
lHnister of Health and \·lelfare. Still, the main problem facing
the environmentally sensitive hasn't been dealt with.

The main problem is that for years people "claiming" to
become disabled as a result of sensitivity to natural and
synthetic chemicals were labelled as deluded, perhaps because the
environmentally sensitive react at levels not normally affecting
the majority.

This labelling of being deluded, or simply suffering
psychosoma tic symptoms, became a greater problem than the
disability itself. As a result of the ensuing loss of personal
and professional credibility, people lost their families, their
jobs and careers, and were unable to get reasonable accommodation
in the workplace.

Statements by the authorities, made publicly and in private
meetings for several years, caused millions of dollars in
damages, directly and indirectly.

The reactions can affect the central nervous system, and, in
s~me individuals cause a profound and bleak depression, similar
to lc"T blood sugar effects experienced by some diabetics. Some
persons, in this depression, who experienced ridicule from health
au thori 1. i.es for "imagining" their problem was related to the
environnen t, and who became very frustrated because a normally
manageable problem \Vas thereby made impossible to deal with,



As a result of the many statements from health authorities,
public and institutional misconceptions abound, further
frustrating efforts to deal with the problem, and preventing the
"rescue" of others, some of them psychiatric patients, whose
problems, in an undetermined number of cases, will be caused or
severely exacerbated by sensitivities.

The problem is this: It seems the main obstacle in getting
the government to clean up the mess that it made, to turn around
damaging attitudes it fostered for so many years, key figures
must admit, at least implicitly, that what they said previously,
which was so damaging, \,ras "'rang. '

As a resul t of this, government people who should be
helping are spending their time obfuscating the issues, making
sure the ship turns around slowly enough so that it's not obvious
they have egg on their faces, (and blood on their hands).

Any ideas about how to get past this impasse?

Sincerely,

Chris Brown
(613) 837 7173

,


